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Abstract 

This study provides a comprehensive investigation to the potential of upgrading the 

batik industry in Sri Lanka. The current situation of the industry was analyzed. 

Information on those involved in the industry was gathered using internet, National 

craft council, Telephone Directory and by verbal contact. A Sample of manufacturers 

was visited and information was recorded by using a relevant questionnaire. 

 

A literature survey was carried out to find out the history of batik and, techniques 

used. The Sri Lankan industry uses a minimum of simple techniques, a handful of 

colour dyes and a few types of fabric available in the local market. This research 

was to investigate how the scope of batik could be expanded to use new fabric types 

and structures.  

 

By fulfilling one objective of this study, data base of 30 suppliers were established. 

The information was  included in this data base are  name, contact information, date 

of start , number of worker present , Maximum number of workers, dyes and dye 

suppliers, Monthly capacity ,types of garments, markets, education level, and special 

requirements. 

 

Experiments were carried out for new different fabric structures, which are not 

available in the market with the control test for cotton poplin material. Testing 

was carried out according to Marks and Spenser standards for colour properties. 

All the results were satisfactory. 

 

After the dyeing trials were successfully conducted, a survey was carried out to 

asses consumer satisfaction and the market potential. A result shows that there is a 

potential market for batik and batik with new fabric structures. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

Batik is considered a resist technique applied mainly on textile fabrics to produce 

colourful designs. The resist dyeing technique is a process of protecting (blocking) 

some areas of the fabric from the penetration of dye to create a light pattern on a dark 

background (Osinowo, 1996, p. 41; Meilach, 1973, p. 3). This can be produced on the 

fabric using either the batik or tie-dye method. Batik involves the application of fluid 

or a semi-fluid substance which solidifies on the fabric, making it impervious to dye 

penetration, which is later removed. In batik, the resist is obtained by applying hot 

wax to either side or only one side of the fabric. Once removed, it gives a pattern or 

design on the fabric. The waxed areas repel or resist dye penetration and hence retain 

the original colour in the covered parts. 

 

1.1 Background of the Study 

Batik was not a widespread art form followed and practiced in Sri Lanka in the 

ancient times. In 1960 batik was introduced to Sri Lanka by Soma Udabage, a lady 

who learnt this art from Indonesia, and introduced to bring out the Sri Lankan 

intricate designs in this form of art. Following in her footsteps several people 

including Vipula Dharmawardena, Ena de Silva and Keerthisena took to batik 

designing (personal communication). Their talent in putting new ideas into this alien 

form of art created our own identity in the batik textile industry. These designs 

depicted the Sri Lankan culture, and to a foreign eye it gave an indigenous  look.  

In the 'glorious' days of the past, batik was one of the major foreign exchange earners 

for the Country. In 1970‟s batiks reached its peak and had good appeal mainly from 

tourists visiting Sri Lanka. After 1977, Sri Lanka adopted open economic policies and 

allowed free import of textiles. As a result, cheap imports became available in the 

market and gradually its popularity dropped.  

 

The tourist market which was lucrative for batik designers and manufacturers was 

destroyed in 1983 when the tourist arrivals dropped drastically following widespread 

incidence of violence in the Country. Many businesses wound up because of the loss 
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of a market place. Although the industry recovered by developing a local market 

niche, it was short lived. Certain wholesale merchants pursued increasing the output 

through mass production by distributing the raw materials among a few batik workers 

and getting them to manufacture mass scale in a few selected designs. It limited the 

variety of designs thus losing the appeal of individuality and destroyed even the local 

up-market demand. Still this business is kept alive by Pettah traders who in a way are 

exploiting the art and some workers services by their orders for only a marginal profit 

that keeps them going.  

This also gave rise to challenges by competitors having a steady demand for products 

geared towards a low priced market, or a high quality high priced market for unique 

products. 

To remain competitive, batik practitioners had to create for their customer better value 

added products than their competitors will and regularly implement innovative ideas 

that will transform the business to a sustainable one. To achieve this, it is required to 

upgrade Sri Lankan batik industry. 

This study was undertaken to research, how the batik industry could be updated by 

overcoming technical problems in a scientific manner. In the study, it has been 

revealed that the industry itself is not functioning to a organized level that is expected 

relative to that of the apparel export industry. Hence the study is more qualitative than 

quantitative and did not have many opportunities to import  objective information. 

 

This study combined qualitative interview with batik manufacturers, collecting 

observation data, experimental research for new fabric structures, qualitative 

interview to identify batik market for new fabrics and a literature survey from 

secondary sources that tell about the industry in the past.  

 

1.2 Research Questions 

In order to investigate the current situation and upgrading the batik industry, a 

research frame-work was developed for this study, which comprises of three 

activities. 
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1. To identify the current status of the batik industry and batik market, a survey 

was  carried out by using a questionnaire. 

2. To introduce new fabrics and structures as a step of upgrading batik,  trials on 

fabric structures which have not been used in the traditional craft. 

3. To assess the market for new structures of fabric a customer satisfaction 

survey was carried out. 

In articulating the link between the research framework and objective of this study   

research questions were developed as follows.  

 

RQ1. Why isn‟t there sufficient progress in Sri Lankan batik industry?   

RQ2. How can we upgrade the Sri Lankan batik Industry? 

RQ3. What is the market potential by introducing new Fabrics to Sri Lankan batik 

industry?  

 

1.3 Objectives 

 To identify problems related to the Sri Lankan batik design, manufacturing 

and  retailing 

 To establish a reliable data base for Sri Lankan batik manufacturers. 

  To introduce new fabrics and structures as opposed to common fabrics to Sri 

Lankan batik industry as a means of upgrading. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

LITERATURE REVEIW 

2.1 History of Batik 

The word batik is of Javanese origin. The verb ambatik, derived from tik, means to 

mark with spots or dots and, in a wider sense, signifies drawing, painting or writing. 

The word is first recorded in English in the Encyclopedia Britannica of 1880, in 

which it is spelled battik.(Dyrenfort, Noel 1988) It is attested in the Indonesian 

Archipelago during the Dutch colonial period in various forms: mbatek,(Oxford 

English Dictionary)mbatik,( Dictionary.com)batekandbatik.( RobertBlust, 

Austronesian Etymologies) 

Javanese traditional batik, especially from Yogyakarta and Surakarta, has notable 

meanings rooted to the Javanese conceptualization of the universe. Traditional colours 

include indigo, dark brown, and white, which represent the three major Hindu Gods 

(Brahmā, Visnu, and Śiva). This is related to the fact that natural dyes are most 

commonly available in indigo and brown. Certain patterns can only be worn by 

nobility; traditionally, wider stripes or wavy lines of greater width indicated higher 

rank. Consequently, during Javanese ceremonies, one could determine the royal 

lineage of a person by the cloth he or she was wearing. So this art is still alive in the 

country. 

Other regions of Indonesia have their own unique patterns that normally take themes 

from everyday lives, incorporating patterns such as flowers, nature, animals, folklore 

or people. The colours of batik, from the coastal cities of northern Java, are especially 

vibrant, and it absorbs influence from the Javanese, Arab, Chinese and Dutch cultures.  

UNESCO designated Indonesian batik as a Masterpiece of Oral and Intangible 

Heritage of Humanity on October 2, 2009. As part of the acknowledgment, UNESCO 

insisted that Indonesia preserve their heritage.( www.unesco.org) 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Encyclop%C3%A6dia_Britannica
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Yogyakarta
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Surakarta
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Indigo_dye
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hindu_Gods
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/UNESCO
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Masterpieces_of_the_Oral_and_Intangible_Heritage_of_Humanity
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Masterpieces_of_the_Oral_and_Intangible_Heritage_of_Humanity
http://www.unesco.org/
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2.2.Historical Background of Batik Forms 

Wax resist dyeing technique in fabric is an ancient art form. Discoveries show it 

already existed in Egypt in the 4th century BCE, where such fabric were used to wrap 

mummies; where linen was soaked in wax, and scratched using a sharp tool.( Nadia 

Nava,1991) 

In Java, Indonesia, batik predates written records. G. P. Rouffaer argues that the 

technique might have been introduced during the 6th or 7th century from India or Sri 

Lanka.( Nadia Nava, 1991) On the other hand, JLA. Brandes (a Dutch archeologist) 

and F.A. Sutjipto (an Indonesian archeologist) believe Indonesian batik is a native 

tradition, regions such as Toraja, Flores, Halmahera, and Papua, which were not 

directly influenced by Hinduism and have an old age tradition of batik making.( 

IwanTirta, Gareth L .Steen, 1996) 

Rouffaer also reported that the gringsing pattern was already known by the 12th 

century in Kediri, East Java. He concluded that such a delicate pattern could only be 

created by means of the canting (also spelled tjanting or tjunting; 

pronounced [ˌtʃanˈtiŋ]) tool. He proposed that the canting was invented in Java around 

that time.(IwanTirta, Gareth L .Steen, 1996) The carving details of clothes worn by 

Prajnaparamita, the statue of Buddhist goddess of transcendental wisdom from East 

Java circa 13th century CE.( IwanTirta, Gareth L .Steen, 1996). The clothes details 

show intricate floral patterns similar to today‟s traditional Javanese batik. This 

suggested intricate batik fabric pattern applied by canting already existed in the 13th 

century Java or even earlier. 

In Europe, the technique is described for the first time in the History of Java, 

published in London in 1817 by Sir Thomas Stamford Raffles who had been a British 

governor for the island. In 1873 the Dutch merchant Van Rijckevorsel gave the pieces 

he collected during a trip to Indonesia to the ethnographic museum in Rotterdam. 

Today Tropen museum houses the biggest collection of Indonesian batik in the 

Netherlands. The Dutch were active in developing batik in the colonial era, they 

introduced new innovations and prints. And it was indeed starting from the early 19th 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Java
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Indonesia
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Toraja
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Flores
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Halmahera
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/West_Papua_(region)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kediri_(historical_kingdom)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/East_Java
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:IPA_for_Malay
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Prajnaparamita
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stamford_Raffles
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Van_Rijckevorsel
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tropenmuseum
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Netherlands
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century that the art of batik really grew finer and reached its golden period. Exposed 

to the Exposition Universally at Paris in 1900,where the Indonesian batik impressed 

the public and the artisans.( Nadia Nava,1991) 

After the independence of Indonesia and the decline of the Dutch textile industry, the 

Dutch batik production was lost. The Gemeente museum, Den Haag contains artefacts 

from that era. 

Due to industrialization, which introduced automated techniques, new breeds of batik, 

known as batik cap ([ˈtʃap]) and batik print emerged, and the traditional batik, which 

incorporates the hand written wax-resistdyeing technique is known now as batik tulis 

(lit: 'Written Batik'). 

At the same time, according to the Museum of Cultural History of Oslo, Indonesian 

immigrants to Malaysia brought the art with them. As late as the 1920s, Javanese 

batik makers introduced the use of wax and copper blocks on Malaysia's east coast. 

The production of hand drawn batik in Malaysia is of recent date and is related to the 

Javanese batik tulis.( Batik Daya, October 2009) 

In Sub Sahara Africa, Javanese batik was introduced in the 19th century by Dutch and 

English traders. The local people there adapted the Javanese batik, making larger 

motifs, thicker lines and more colors. In the 1970s, batik was introduced to the 

aboriginal community in Australia, the aboriginal community at Erna bella and Utopia 

now develop it as their own craft.( Hands-off- our- batik, October 2009) 
 

2.3 History of Sri Lankan Batik Industry 

Over the past several decades, the traditional art of batik-making has grown in Sri 

Lanka and developed its own unique style. The beautiful batik clothes and wall 

hangings are popular with locals and tourists alike. Many of the designs used in wall 

hangings represent key traditions and symbols of the country's history and 

predominantly Buddhist culture. More modern designs are also available, using 

vibrant colours to create stunning Batik, is not new to Sri Lanka and is very similar to 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Exposition_Universelle_(1900)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gemeentemuseum
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Den_Haag
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:IPA_for_Malay
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Resist_dyeing
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Resist_dyeing
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Museum_of_Cultural_History
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'Somana', which was used to design clothes for chieftains during the Kandyan era. 

The art of Somana did not follow the wax process, instead used vibrant colours mixed 

with some form of formula to retain the colours on the fabric.  

In 1960 batik was introduced to the country by Soma Udabage, who learned this art 

from Indonesia, and following her footsteps several people including Vipula 

Dharmawardena, Ena de Silva and Keerthisena took into batik designing.( personal 

communication) Their talent in putting new ideas into this alien form of art created 

our own identity. Their designs depicted the Sri Lankan culture, and to a foreign eye it 

gave an indigenous outlook. This could be considered as the dawn of the batik era in 

Sri Lanka. 

Colourful, dramatic fabrics designer garments in a wax resist dyeing technique of 

Indonesian origin but distinctly having Sri Lankan Design involved.  

The batik tradition was based on the cultural tradition of Sri Lanka. There are vivid 

colourful batik styles in Sri Lanka. There are Batik cloths scarves, Wall hanging made 

in the rural areas. The men and women both are involved in the producing batik items 

in rural areas.  

Most of Sri Lankan batiks are printed on 100% cotton poplin fabrics using traditional 

methods and made by experienced batik craftsmen. The fact that each one is made by 

hand makes each one unique and occasional "imperfections" are part of their charm. 

The intricate designs and use of beautiful colour makes these batik wall hangings 

truly desirable yet very affordable decorative arts. 

One of the most characteristic features of a batik - the network of fine lines 

throughout the background - is a result of the manner in which it is made. This 

network is caused by the cracking of the wax resist as it dries and shrinks, or when the 

cloth is wrinkled or bent. The dye gets into the cracks and penetrates the fibre of the 

cloth when it is dyed, leaving a print of cracks or wrinkles when the wax is removed. 

Experienced batik craftsmen use this network of lines to their advantage to enhance 

the overall appearance of the design  
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The glorious' days of the past, where batik was one of the major foreign exchange 

earners of the country,  batik reached its peak in 1970‟s, and gradually its popularity 

declined over the year and dramatically dropped after the 1983 communal riots 

At the time Mrs. Sirima Bandaranaike(the then Prime Minister of Sri Lanka), the 

World‟s first woman prime minister started wearing batik saris at both national and 

international functions to promote batik art in clothing. 

The batik business had a direct relationship with the tourist arrivals and also the cities 

in which this art developed was the places frequently visited by tourist.  

This industry saw a rapid growth after the development of tourism after 1965 when 

the tourists found it to be an exotic, lightweight, souvenir or a gift  for friends with the 

identity of the destination. Because of the variety of designs it also gave a satisfaction 

similar to wearing designer clothes at a comparatively low cost. The other advantages 

were low investment costs as expensive machinery was not required, low energy, 

costs and access to an export market within the Country.  

 

The tourist market was destroyed in 1983 when the tourist arrivals dropped drastically 

following widespread incidence of violence. Not only that, trade policy impacted 

negatively on the Sri Lankan batik industry after 1977. Duty free imports of fabric 

particular to service the apparel industry became available at nominal prices in the 

market. 

 

Although the industry recovered by developing a local up market, it was short lived. 

Certain wholesale producers pursued increasing the output through mass production 

by distributing the raw materials among a few workers. It limited the variety of 

designs thus losing the appeal of individuality and destroyed even the local demand. 

The industry was reluctant to take bold steps in developing the industry, because of 

the uncertainty of a market. 

During the years that the war prevailed, the country‟s economy declined and the 

disposable income of individual shrank   

There are welcome signs of its revival as a new breed of young designers talented and 

professionally qualified in fashion designing; textile technology and entrepreneurship 
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have entered the industry. The market is also expanding, with the modern preference 

for garments made with batik, natural fibre and for handmade articles and with the 

recovery of tourism. 

2.4. Pioneers in Sri Lankan Batik Industry 

Soma Udabage, Vipula Dharmawardhana, Eric Suriyasena, Ena De Silva and Buddhi 

Keerthisena can be named as those who pioneered the export of Sri Lankan made 

batiks. 

2.4.1. Soma Udabage 

A person, who introduced batik to Sri Lanka, is Soma Udabage. She entered the 

Shanthinikethan Vishva Bharathi University in India in 1950 and read for a degree 

and learnt batik as a subject. In 1958 she was given a Scholarship to study batik up to 

a certification course (Appendix A) in Indonesia by Sri Lankan government. She was 

trained at batik Research Centre at Jogjakarta for six months. She introduced tjanting 

to Sri Lanka and trained metal workers to manufacture them. Designed a two year 

training course to Sri Lankan unemployed girls and spread her knowledge to develop 

batik as a lucrative Sri Lankan industry. (Personal communication) 

Sri Lankan batik became popular among other counties as Sri Lanka traditional craft 

due to usage of Sri Lankan traditional arts to batik by Soma. She exhibited batik 

garments and had fashion shows in Sri Lanka, India and other counties. 

2.4.2. Vipula Dharmawardana 

Vipula was the man who opened doors to the world, and carved a Sri Lankan style 

into the Indonesian batik. He was highly creative and carried the Sri Lankan identity 

in many international exhibitions and got many orders for the country.  

He was instrumental in dressing one majestic tusker at the Sri Dalada Maligawa for its 

grand procession. He secured international recognition for his abilities and won 

several Export Promotion Awards for his batiks. His, nine-colour batik composition, 

20 meters long, of broad cloth (called Batik Serendib, cost US 6,000 dollars) when it 

was made two decades ago, is highly valued. (Daily news.2006/29) 
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2.4.3 Eric Suriyasena 

Eric Suriyasena is a talented artist and designer. He established Eric Suriyasena 

Batiks (Pvt.) Ltd. in Sri Lanka in 1969. Since then, Eric Suriyasena has become a 

leading exporter of batik art and batik garments. Eric Suriyasena has showcased his 

artwork in countries such as Sweden, Norway, Australia, USA, Austria, Germany, 

Canada, Italy, and the United Kingdom.  

Today, the showroom in Marawila, Sri Lanka remains the flagship studio. The 

Marawila Showroom became a landmark in more ways than one, heralding the 

beginning of the retail and consumer revolution in the batik business. Over the years 

Eric Suriyasena Batik has managed to adapt to changing market dynamics, closely 

following the pulse of retail and consumer trends, often defining them, through 

innovation, in-depth market knowledge and a pro-active approach.  

A unique aspect of Eric Suriyasena‟s work is the full spectrum of colours used in his 

artwork. All the final pieces have been boiled out at least four times at a minimum, 

and usually many more times. Each time the wax is boiled out he introduces a new 

primary colour, and with overlaying of colours is able to achieve the entire colour 

spectrum in each piece.( personal communication) 

Eric is able to undertake custom designs according to a customer's wishes, or can 

explore a customer's general design and trend ideas to develop a product that is 

suitable for a specific customer and market. 

2.4.4 Ena de Silva 

Ena de Silva is very creative artist with many talents. Her batik designs are unique 

and not comparable with any batik designs available in Sri Lankan batik practitioners. 

Ena de Silva showed the way in a sophisticated enterprise, called Aluvihara 

Tapestries, and succeeded in training village female groups in batik and embroidery 

work of a high standard for tourists, foreign buyers and hotels( Daily news, 

29/03/2006).She was involved in many Sri Lankan interior decorative projects with 

the late world famous architect, Geoffrey Bawa. Bentota Beach hotel‟s batik ceiling 
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and batik interior decorations are joint work of Ena and Geoffrey Bawa, which are 

very famous .(Personal communication) 

2.4.5. Buddhi Keerthisena 

Buddhi Keerthisenais an internationally recognized designer on Sri Lankan batiks and 

handicrafts who has contributed immensely to its development both as a policy maker 

and as a businessman. Until recently he served as the Chairman of National Craft 

Council of Sri Lanka, the main state organization serving the needs of the craftsmen 

and developing the industry on a sustainable basis. During his tenure he is credited for 

having developed the concept of craft villages where the facilities and raw materials 

were provided in one location for the production and sale of handicraft, the sites were 

specially chosen in the vicinity of popular tourist attractions. This helps to create batik 

market for the batik manufacturers. 

Buddhi‟s forte is really in Batik. In 1970 he made his appearance as a batik artist 

where he excelled for 35 years as an artist cum businessman as a creative designer, 

entrepreneur, and international marketer. He has held over 100 batik exhibitions in 

Germany, Holland, Sweden, Denmark, Norway, Finland, Belgium, Austria, France, 

Great Britain, Italy, Japan, Singapore, Seychelles, and India. 

(www.Worldbatikcouncil.com)   

 

2.5. Materials Used in Batik Industry. 

2.5.1. Dyes and Chemicals Used in Batik Industry 

In the past, the only way colour was applied to the cotton fabric was by dyeing the 

fabric in vegetable indigo dye obtained from various species of indigofera known in 

Yoruba language as Elu (Oguntona, 1986). The dye is prepared from tender tissues of 

the young plant by crunching or pounding in a wooden mortar. The crunched 

materials are moistened with water and covered for some days for enzymatic 

fermentation. After about one week, the fermented leaves are moulded into small balls 

that are sun-dried or smoked on a fire to form dark grey balls. The dye solution is 

prepared by extraction with an alkaline solution. 
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The batik dyers make the alkaline solution by soaking in water a mixture of ashes of 

firewood, and palm fruit stock. This is then filtered. The slow action of the local ash 

called Elu requires that a freshly prepared dye solution be left for as long as five to six 

days before it is ready for use (Oguntona, 1986). Consequently, in the 1920s, 

Europeans seized this as an opportunity to introduce imported dyestuffs and caustic 

soda (Osinowo, 1996). This speeded up the dyeing process. 

 

2.5.2. Reactive Dyes 

Reactive dyes are one of the very common cold dye types used in batik industry. In a 

reactive dye a chromophore contains a substituent that is activated and allowed to 

directly react to the surface of the substrate. Reactive dyes have good fastness 

properties owing to the bonding that occurs during dyeing. Reactive dyes are most 

commonly used in dyeing of cellulose like cotton or flax, but also wool is dyeable 

with reactive dyes. 

The dyes contain a reactive group (often trichlorotriazine), either a haloheterocycle or 

an activated double bond, that, when applied to a fibre in an alkaline dye bath, forms a 

chemical bond with an hydroxyl group on the cellulosic fibre.  

 

 

R = Chromosphere  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Substituent
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chemical_reaction
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Halogen
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Halogen
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alkaline
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chemical_bond
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hydroxyl
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Reactive_dyes.png
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Cell = Cellulose  

 

Reactive dyeing is now the most important and most used method for the coloration 

of cellulosic fibres.   

2.5.3. Vat Dyes 

Vat dyeing is common as dye used in batik  must have very good colour fastness 

properties. 

The process "vat dyeing" refers to dyeing in a bucket or vat. It can be performed 

whenever a liquid, even shade over the entire garment is desired. In immersion 

dyeing, almost any dye can be used, including fibre reactive dyes, direct dyes, and 

acid dyes. One alternative to vat dyeing is direct dye application, such as the 

processes used for tie dyeing/ resist dyeing. "Vat dyes" are a special class of dyes that 

work with a special chemistry. Cotton, wool, and other fibres can be all dyed with vat 

dyes 

Most vat dyes are less suitable than fibre reactive dyes for the home dyers, as they are 

difficult to work with; they require a reducing agent to solubilise them. The dye is 

soluble only in its reduced (oxygen-free) form. The fibre is immersed repeatedly in 

this oxygen-free dye-bath, then exposed to the air, whereupon the water-soluble 

reduced form changes color as oxygen turns it to the water-insoluble form. Indigo is 

an example of this dye class; it changes from yellow, in the dye bath, to green and 

then blue as the air hits it. Perborate is used as oxidizing agent to regenerate and fix 

the insoluble dye on the fibre. Sodium carbonate helps the dye bond with the fibres. 

There are several methods available for the application of vat dyes to yarn and fabric. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fiber_reactive_dyes
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Direct_dyes
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Acid_dyes
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cotton
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wool
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fiber
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Water-soluble
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Water-insoluble&action=edit&redlink=1
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Trichlorotriazine.png
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The Vat dyes are having all round fastness properties which cannot be possible in any 

class other of dyes .The only problem in this class is slightly poor rubbing fastness, 

which can be increased by special after treatment. 

2.5.4 Naphthol Dyes 

Cotton, rayon, and other cellulosic fibres, as well as silk, can also be dyed with azoic 

or naphthol dyes.  Naphthol dyes are true cold water dyes. Therefore it is a very 

common dyeing method among batik manufacturers. The "cold" water used in fibre 

reactive dyes such as Procion MX dyes should, ideally, be used between 95° and 

105°F. (35° to 41°C), although temperatures as low as 70°F. (21°C) may be used. In 

contrast, naphthol dyes may be used in ice water. Both fibre reactive and naphthol 

dyes are suitable for use in batik, since they do not require heat that would melt the 

wax to set the dye.  

Naphthol dyes include more hazardous chemicals than fibre reactive dyes, which 

makes them less appropriate for home use. This type of dye is deemed too hazardous 

to be sold by art and craft suppliers in the US. However, the dyes are used by 

craftspeople in Australia, Indonesia, and India, however. Use only with extreme 

caution, in case of a possible risk of bladder cancer or similar diseases.  

The way naphthol dyes are used is fascinating. Two different types of chemicals are 

mixed in the fibre, the diazo salt and the naphthol; the specific combination 

determines the colour obtained. An advantage of this sort of dye is that contrasting 

colours may be placed adjacent to each other on fabric without colour bleeding from 

one to the other. As with vat dyes, the final colour is provided by insoluble particles 

of dye that are stuck within the fiber; only the components that react together to form 

these compounds are themselves soluble in water.  

2.5.5. Soda Ash 

Sodium carbonate (also known as washing soda or soda ash), Na2CO3 is a sodium salt 

of carbonic acid. It most commonly occurs as a crystalline heptahydrate, which 

readily effloresces to form a white powder, the monohydrate. Sodium carbonate is 

http://www.pburch.net/dyeing/fiberreactive.shtml
http://www.pburch.net/dyeing/fiberreactive.shtml
http://www.pburch.net/dyeing/fiberreactive.shtml
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sodium
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Salt_(chemistry)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Carbonic_acid
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Crystal
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Efflorescence
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domestically well known for its everyday use as a water softener. It can be extracted 

from the ashes of many plants. It is synthetically produced in large quantities from 

salt and limestone in a process known as the Solvay process 

In dyeing with fibre-reactive dyes, sodium carbonate (often under a name such as 

soda ash fixative or soda ash activator) is used to ensure proper chemical bonding of 

the dye with cellulose (plant) fibres, typically before dyeing (for tie dyes), mixed with 

the dye (for dye painting), or after dyeing (for immersion dyeing). 

 

Sodium hydroxide (NaOH), also known as lye and caustic soda, is a caustic metallic 

base. It is used in many industries, mostly as a strong chemical base in the 

manufacture of pulp and paper, textiles, drinking water, soaps and detergents and as a 

drain cleaner. Pure sodium hydroxide is a white solid available in pellets, flakes, 

granules, and as a 50% saturated solution. It is hygroscopic and readily absorbs 

carbon dioxide from the air, and should be stored in an airtight container. It is very 

soluble in water and is highly exothermic when dissolved in water. It also dissolves in 

ethanol and methanol, though it exhibits lower solubility in these solvents than does 

potassium hydroxide. Molten sodium hydroxide is also a strong base, but the high 

temperature required limits applications. It is insoluble in ether and other non-polar 

solvents. A sodium hydroxide solution will leave a yellow stain on fabric and paper 

(www. Pburch.net) 

Sodium hydroxide is predominantly ionic, containing sodium cations and 

hydroxylanions. The hydroxide anion makes sodium hydroxide a strong base which 

reacts with acids to form water and the corresponding salts. 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Water_softener
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Limestone
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Solvay_process
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dyeing
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sodium
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sodium
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lye
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Caustic_(substance)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Base_(chemistry)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chemical_compound
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/PH
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wood_pulp
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Paper
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Textile
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Drinking_water
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Soap
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Detergent
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Drain_cleaner
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hygroscopy
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Carbon_dioxide
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hermetically_sealed
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Exothermic
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ethanol
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Methanol
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Potassium_hydroxide
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Diethyl_ether
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Solution
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ionic_bonding
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cation
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hydroxide
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anion
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Water
http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/5/51/Sodium_carbonate.png
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2.6. Batik Tools 

Indonesian Copper Tjaps for Batik and Stamping  

These are approximately 50 year old collectible tools 

called Tjaps (or Chops), have been made and used 

on the island of Java for over a century. They are 

handmade of copper strips, carefully cut, shaped and 

soldered into fabulous shapes and patterns. They are 

used by Batik artists in Java by dipping them into 

hot wax, shaking off the excess, and then stamping 

the wax onto the cloth. Aligning the edges of each 

consecutive stamp creates patterns which run the length and width of the fabric. 

(www.dharmatrading.com) 

Tjantings 

 

Figure 2.2 

The above tool is used to apply wax lines in batik. These are available in different 

sizes ranging from small to large.  

Flat Brushes 

 

Figure 2.3  

Figure 2.1 

http://www.dharmatrading.com/html/eng/2224425-AA.shtml?lnav=tools_tjaps_copper.html
http://www.dharmatrading.com/html/eng/3742-AA.shtml?lnav=tools.html
http://www.dharmatrading.com/html/eng/3365-AA.shtml?lnav=tools.html
http://www.dharmatrading.com/html/eng/2224425-AA.shtml?lnav=tools_tjaps_copper.html
http://www.dharmatrading.com/html/eng/3742-AA.shtml?lnav=tools.html
http://www.dharmatrading.com/html/eng/3365-AA.shtml?lnav=tools.html
http://www.dharmatrading.com/html/eng/2224425-AA.shtml?lnav=tools_tjaps_copper.html
http://www.dharmatrading.com/html/eng/3742-AA.shtml?lnav=tools.html
http://www.dharmatrading.com/html/eng/3365-AA.shtml?lnav=tools.html
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These are made of natural bristle, They are  all purpose brushes for use with 

thickened dye, fabric paints, silk dyes, wax, and after fix.  

 

2.7Modern Batik Tools 

Electric Tjanting Tool & Temperature Regulator 

Melt the wax first in whatever vessel you 

normally use, but this tool keeps the wax temp 

in the vessel constant so that one can use the 

wax down to the last drop without having to 

reheat. A little scoop or something to scoop 

some wax into the tool can be used. There is an 

interior pin to control the flow and keep it from 

dripping on the way to the fabric. Move it fast 

for thin lines and slower for thicker lines. 

The regulator (Rheostat) allows to adjust and maintain the correct temperature. 

This is so the wax never gets too hot and starts to smoke, but also so that can adjust 

the temperature for different types of fabric. (www.dharmatrading.com) 

 

 Most useful for drawing lines quickly in production type work. This tool is also 

used to melt and draw with any wax, crayons or coloured waxes for encaustic art, 

candle decorating, wax resist techniques for ceramics, eggs and paper, and more. 

(www.dharmatrading.com) 

 

Batik Dropper Pen 

Neat metal dropper is very useful in batik. It allows to do fine design work that's 

not possible with other tools. This instrument is used like an eye dropper.  

Figure 2.4 

http://www.dharmatrading.com/html/eng/1650-AA.shtml?lnav=tools.html
http://www.dharmatrading.com/html/eng/1650-AA.shtml?lnav=tools.html
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Liquid Wax Pen 

Designed for decorating candles, this liquid wax pen also works great for batik as a 

safe and easy alternative to designing with hot wax 

and tjanting tools. Working with hot melted wax can 

be dangerous, let alone when having to transfer hot 

melted wax from a pot into a little tjanting tool. This 

liquid wax pen removes all the hassle and danger of 

hot wax and tjanting tools from the batik process. It 

works well as a resist and washes out easily with hot 

water. Also use it as a resist for batik-like effects 

when painting with dyes or liquid fabric 

paints.(www.dharmatrading.com ) 

2.8. Batik  Wax 

Paraffin Wax melts at 60º C.  Paraffin wax tends to be brittle and cracks a lot. Batik 

artists usually mix it with Bee‟s wax or Sticky (Microcrystalline) wax to control the 

crackle so it doesn't just flake off the fabric.  

It must be remembered to work in a well-ventilated area and never heat paraffin wax 

hotter than 115º C as it will burst into flames, therefore, it is necessary to control the 

temperature. 

 

 

Figure 2.5 

Figure 2.6 

http://www.dharmatrading.com/
http://www.dharmatrading.com/html/eng/3438-AA.shtml?lnav=tools.html
javascript: jQuery.facebox('<img src=http://images.dharmatrading.com/images/eng/products/fullsize/lwp-090429143700.jpg>');
http://www.dharmatrading.com/html/eng/3438-AA.shtml?lnav=tools.html
javascript: jQuery.facebox('<img src=http://images.dharmatrading.com/images/eng/products/fullsize/lwp-090429143700.jpg>');
http://www.dharmatrading.com/html/eng/3438-AA.shtml?lnav=tools.html
javascript: jQuery.facebox('<img src=http://images.dharmatrading.com/images/eng/products/fullsize/lwp-090429143700.jpg>');
http://www.dharmatrading.com/html/eng/3438-AA.shtml?lnav=tools.html
javascript: jQuery.facebox('<img src=http://images.dharmatrading.com/images/eng/products/fullsize/lwp-090429143700.jpg>');
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CHAPTER THREE 

RESEARCH FRAMWORK 

3.1 Schematic Representation of Research Framework 

The research project was aimed at assessing factors that affected the sustainability of 

the batik industry in Sri Lanka. When the industry was approached for fact finding, it 

revealed that the industry was not well organised. Being a cottage industry, this was 

expected. Therefore, at the commencement of the project it was felt that the current 

status in the industry should be first established.  

A questionnaire was prepared and the registered batik practitioners were approached. 

When the survey was carried out, it revealed that there were wide differences in 

businesses with respect to using technology, techniques, substrates, design and 

marketing.  

Survey Data were collected by visiting industry units and by telephone 

communication. Collection of data was not a very easy task because of the poor 

knowledge of the industry that some of the owners had. 

The data in questionnaire were analysed using a SWOT analysis. This was thought 

adequate to support sustainability. 

In the survey it was also found out that the batik process was carried out on a limited 

number of fabric types. 

The next stage was to perform batik trials on a few identified fabric types. These were 

subjected to the same treatments, their appearance was checked and samples were 

subjected to colour fastness tests. 

In order to investigate current situation and upgrading the batik industry, this study 

developed a research frame work, which comprises three activities. 

1. To identify current status of batik industry and batik market, a survey was 

carried out by using a questionnaire.(Appendix B) 

2. To introduce new fabrics having structures not commonly used for batik 

were selected as a step of upgrading batik textiles, and batik trials were 

carried out on these new fabric structures which have not been used in the 

batik industry. 
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3. To identify the market for new fabrics, a survey was carried out among 

Batik consumers to find out customer satisfaction. 

In articulating the link between the research frame work and objective of this study, 

three research questions were posed as follows. 

RQ1. Why isn‟t there sufficient progress in the Sri Lankan batik industry?   

RQ2. How can we upgrade the Sri Lankan batik Industry? 

RQ3. What will be  the market potential after introducing new fabric types to Sri 

Lankan batik industry?  

Research questions were conceptualized and schematically represented in figure 3.1 

. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.1 Schematic Representation of Research Framework 

 

Since the study focused on upgrading industry, current situation had to be assessed. 

This helped to identify areas, which needs to be improved. Introducing new fabrics, 

chemicals, machineries, new technologies are some areas that can be developed to 

improve the status of the industry. Due to limitation of time, introducing new fabric 

was selected as one of the interventions of improving the batik industry. Due to poor 

knowledge of textile fabrics, batik manufacturers, they used very few fabric types.  

The commonly manufactured batik items were studied and a few fabric types which 

may appeal to customers were selected on the basis of the fabric‟s chemical nature. 

Current Status & Supplier base 

  Batik trials with new fabrics 

Customer satisfaction and market 

Upgrading the Batik Industry 
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These selected fabric types were subjected to batik trials under the conditions used for 

application of the due types.  

 Experiments were conducted using conditions normally used for dyeing of fabrics in 

batik technique by controlling parameters to determine and compare current batik 

fabric with batik design on new selected fabrics structures.  

Out of the three applications of dyes, two were selected. Vat and reactive dye routes 

were selected. Even though Napthol dye was very common in batik industry, Napthol 

dyes were not used for my trials considering the known harmfulness of Napthol dye.   

Customer satisfaction is one of the main considerations, after identifying new fabric 

structures suitable for batik. Then a consumer satisfaction survey was conducted by 

using another questionnaire. ( Appendix D). Consumer buying power is the key 

determinant for consumer survey and  sample was selected by considering monthly 

income, which is the determining factor of buying power .Those with monthly income 

of more than Rs. 40000/= was selected. Even though Rs. 40000 is starting level of 

upper class- middle income level in the world( world bank annual report 2012), which 

is the buying segment of quality unique product like batik.  

3.2 Methodology 

3.2.1 Data Collection to Establish Data Base of Batik Suppliers 

The first step in this study was to establish a data base of batik industrialists as there is 

no dedicated national data base for batik manufacturers. According to the National 

craft council 84 companies  were registered under batik manufacturers. On following 

the contact details it was realized that data was not reliable and most of them had even 

stopped batik manufacturing a few months after registration with National Craft 

Council. 

To establish a data base of batik suppliers, information was gathered from various 

sources like, internet, National design centre and National crafts council. From the 

addresses of these industrialists, it was found that mainly batik manufacturers are 

based in the costal zones of Galle Matara, Marawila, Colombo and Kandy. 
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The first step was to establish a data base of known suppliers and manufacturers using 

the above information and with reference to the National telephone directory. On 

visiting theses suppliers, it was noticed that the industry had large, medium and small 

scale manufacturing units. After visiting a number of manufacturers, they were 

divided into large, medium and small scale on the basis of employment. Then a 

survey was conducted to include all these categories. From large, medium and small, 

2, 8 and 20 companies respectively, were selected. 

This formed the sample for  primary data gathering. More than 30 batik manufacturers 

including traders were visited. By using information obtained from the internet, Sri 

Lanka craft council, and National design centre, suppliers and traders were identified, 

who are currently manufacturing batik for local and international markets, and where 

their contact information was available. Where information was not available or had 

incorrect contact information were left out of the study. 

To gather primary data a questionnaire was used( Appendix B). A sample was 

selected by randomly covering all the geographical areas mentioned before. Base on 

the number of employees at present, this included small scale Manufacturers(number 

of operators below 10), medium scale manufacturers(Number of operators  between 

11 to 50) and large-scale manufacturers( Number of operators 51 and above). 

Most of the information was gathered by visiting them. A few of them were 

interviewed by telephone when the owners wished to give information requested on 

the phone. Gathering some relevant technical information from some manufacturers 

was very difficult as a result of their poor knowledge of related technology.  

After gathering data through questionnaire and interview, data base was established 

for manufacturers and traders. Through the information collected, design, product, 

fabrics and techniques, used in batik industry was analyzed. In the analysis, the 

problems were identified related to the industry through a SWOT analysis. According 

to gathered data, Sri Lankan batik industry need more help from expertise to upgrade 

current situation. During my research, introducing new fabric structures to the batik 

industry was identified as important.   
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100% cotton  poplin is the most common fabric used for batik, 100% Silk, 100% 

cotton voile and viscose are rarely used by a few manufacturers for a high price 

market.     

3.2.2 Use of New Materials for Upgrading Batik Technology 

The fabric substrate used for batik can be a range which can undergo the dyeing, 

washing and waxing treatments and conditions. Since only a few material types are  

used in the market, possibility of using new fabric types  as a substrate for batik was 

investigated. 100% cotton poplin, 100% viscose and silk were identified as fabrics 

currently used for batik industry in Sri Lanka. From the interviews carried out, it was 

evident that the suppliers had not investigated the use of other fabric types and also no 

testing was carried out for quality control purposes. This created a proposition to 

investigate the feasibility of using different fabric types, having different structures 

and different weights. The following fabric structures were selected from Sri Lankan 

and foreign suppliers (Table 3.1). All the materials used were taken from the PFP 

(Prepared for printing) form 

Structure of fabric Composition Supplier 

Single Jersey 100% cotton Ocean Lanka 

Twill weave 100% cotton Kuruwita Textiles 

Mock leno (Dobby ) 100% cotton Kuruwita Textiles 

Plain Crepe 100% Cotton Arvind Mills 

Single Jersey 95% Cotton, 5% Lycra Ocean Lanka 

Plain weave 100% Linen Hunan Goldentex Co., Ltd 

Table 3.1: New fabric structures used for batik trials 

Fabric specifications were obtained for all the fabric. (Appendix C). PFP fabric was 

selected for better dye absorption properties and to compare each other. If not dye 

take up level of fabric may be altered due to the presence of finishes which will affect 

the depth of shade and colour fastness properties. 
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3.2.3 Waxing Procedure 

Since batik is a resist dyeing process, a design in wax is usually drawn on a prepared 

fabric and dyed where the dye is absorbed to the un waxed area. One design was 

selected for waxing for all selected fabric structures. This design was traced on the 

fabric specimen. In the wax application, Paraffin and Bees Wax were mixed in the 

ratio of 9: 1  was used.  Skilled waxing operator was assigned the job that was carried 

out and waxing was using Tjanting tools. Appropriate temperature was selected by 

considering the fabric weight and tightness. This was done by trial and error method 

and the sample swatches were compared for appearance. ( Table 3.2)The difference in 

temperature gave rise to better penetration and cover of fabric. 

3.2.4 Dyeing procedure 

Two dyeing routes were selected to conduct dyeing trials.  

1. Vat dyeing 

2.  Reactive dyeing 

 

Structure of Fabric Fabric weight 

gsm 

Temperature  C 

melted Wax 

100% cotton 

Single Jersey 140 60 

Twill weave 165 85 

Mock leno design 250 85 

Plain Crepe 135 70 

100% Linen 

Plain 200 65 

95% cotton/ 5% Elastaine 

Single Jersey 115 60 

 

Table 3.2:Optimum waxing temperature for new fabric structure. 
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All the fabric that were dyed had a control test fabric of 100% cotton poplin, which is 

the most common fabric type used in batik industry. Colours were selected for each 

dyeing method representing medium and dark shades. The methods used were dyeing 

fabric with Reactive dye and Vat dye by exhaust method illustrated in Figure 3.2. 
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Dyeing of fabric with reactive dyes by exhaust method

Dye Type: Colour Tex Green

Dept Of Shade : 6%

Specimen weight: 125 g

Sample: One fabric sample consisting of different structure specified.

Ingredients

Dye 6%

Leveling agent( Invadine L.U) - 2 ml/l

Soda ash 1 g/l

Caustic Soda 2g/l

Glauber's Salt 50 g/l

Dye the fabric using following dyeing cycle and MRL: 1:30

45min 5min 40min

Room Temperature

Dye Type: Colour Tex 

Dept Of Shade : 6%

Specimen weight: 125 g

Sample: One fabric sample consisting of different structure specified.

Ingredients

Dye 6%

Leveling agent( Invadine L.U) - 2 ml/l

Sodium Hydra Sulphite 2 g/l

Caustic Soda 8 g/l

Glauber's Salt 50 g/l

Stock Vat Recipe

Dye 1g

water 50ml

Caustic Soda 2g

Sodium Hydrosulphite 0.75g

Dyeing of fabric with vat dyes by exhaust method

30min 10min 20min 15min

10-15min 2min

Room Temperature

Figure 3.2  Reactive and vat dyeing process.
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3..3 Consumer Satisfaction Survey. 

After the dyeing trials were successfully conducted,  the next requirement was to conduct 

a customer survey to check preference for new fabric qualities from old consumers. A 

survey was carried out to assess consumer satisfaction. A questionnaire( Appendix c)was 

used to collect data for consumer satisfaction. Selected sample size was 150( male and 

female)having  income level more than Rs. 40000.00 per month, this is because they are 

consumers of good quality batik. Males and females in the population were selected 

equally. Age categories were divided in to five groups as follows and the population was 

selected with equal number of men and women for each group.( 15 male and 15 female) 

The categories are as follows. 

18 years -24 years 

25 years -34 years 

35 years- 44 years 

45 years- 54 years 

55 years- above 

According to customer satisfaction survey, it was revealed that new fabric qualities will 

preferred by batik wearers.  

3.4 Statistical Tools used for Data Analysis  

 

1. Collected data using questionnaire was analyzed and supplier data was summarized  

as a chart. To analysis current situation of the Batik industry SWOT analysis tool was 

used. 

2. Appearance and colour fastness properties of new fabric structure used for batik were 

analyzed using Mark and Spencer performance standards. 

3. Consumer satisfaction data were analysed using R to analyze the data( Computerized 

statistical analyzing tool).  Pearson‟s Chi-squared test(Karl Pearson .1900)  was used 
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to check Gender and other preference factors. Fisher‟s Exact test(Fisher, R.A. 1954 

)was used to check the relationship between the gender and the consumer preference 

for each age group.  
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CHAPTER FOUR 

KEY FINGDINS AND DATA ANALYSIS 

4.1 Key Findings 

Finding 1: Chronological Development of the Sri Lankan Batik industry  

There was no record of the development of the batik industry in Sri Lanka. Therefore it 

was important to assess the current status of Sri Lankan batik industry. Hence a 

questionnaire (Appendix B)was prepared to gather information. Out of  84 registered 

companies, 30 companies  participated in the survey. Out of this sample 25 companies 

were visited and 5 were interviewed by telephone to gather information.‟ 

The year of establishment of the company gave the following information. 

 

Figure 4.1: Development of Sri Lankan Batik industry 
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The survey results showed that the first company commenced in 1960. This somewhat 

proves that batik art was introduced to Sri Lanka by Soma Udabage, who learnt batik in  

 

Figure 4.2: Number of workers present and past 

Indonesia in 1959. According to data, most of companies started between 1960- 1980 . 

Reasons for this rapid growth was, development of tourism after 1965.  During the 

decade 1980 to 1990 there had not been any new comers to the industry mainly because 

the tourist market was destroyed and the tourist arrivals dropped drastically due to the 

incidence of violence in the Country. In 1977 trade policy changes also impacted  the 
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reduction of batik industry. After 1990 some small scale companies entered  the business. 

Most of them were  low price batik manufactures, who provided batik for local market  

but a few young fashion designers with high price fashion garments also entered the 

market. Figure 4.1 shows the chronological development of the industry. 

It was found that all the companies are family born companies and most of them still are 

managed by members of the first generation. The past maximum employment and the 

current figures have been plotted in the figure above.( Figure 4.2)This shows that except 

the Lekha batiks and Moon light batiks, all others have  decreased their employment 

since their inception. These two companies are large scale according to the current status 

and they cater to the local market in mass scale producing relatively few designs. 

As there is no classification of batik companies, they were grouped according to 

employment figures. As the industry is craft based and depends on human resources 

availability and capability, this classification is reasonable and will give idea of size and 

capacity. 

Finding 2: Accounting practices 

Since this industry is considered as a cottage industry, no manufacturer maintained 

Fabric, chemical or any other production capacity recording system, They only  have a  

rough idea about price of fabric and chemicals used per month. Most of them are not 

even maintaining accounts for profit and loss statement. ( according to interview) 

Monthly capacity was estimated by cost of fabric or pieces. This ranges between Rs 

10000 and Rs 2000000 

Finding 3: Achievements and Awards 

Some manufacturers hold art related certificates and trade certificates. They displayed 

these and were proud of them.  There was no supplier with internationally recognized 

certificates like ISO, Fair trade etc. 
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Following types of certificates were found from batik manufacturers on recognition of 

their achievements. 

 Eric Batiks 

    Presidential award 

    Government College of fine Art 

 Devi Batiks 

    Environment protection certificate-  Authority of Environment 

 Risira Batiks  

Laksala 10
th
Anuassary exhibition, 1

st
, 2

nd
 ,3

rd
 place for Batik craft. 

 Art  Batiks  

 Government college of Fine Art 

 Presidential Award 

 Kala Vibhushana award 

 National Art Federation Award 

This shows that the batik artists have recognition by the government and other institutes. 

Finding 4: Environment Pollution. 

Leka Batik and moon light had held environment certificates and are maintaining effluent 

treatment plant as they are manufacturing base is large. All others drained waste water 

with chemicals to the neighboring environment. Due to poor knowledge of hazardous 

ecological issues, these batik manufactures did not bother about responsible waste water 

disposal and management. Some manufacturers disposed waste water through drain to 

nearby paddy fields. Particularly in the Marawila area waste water management was very 

poor and children played  using waste water due to poor or lack of knowledge of their 

parents. They were not aware of the hazardous effects of human life. 

Finding 5: Limitation of Fabrics 

In the batik industry, the types of Fabric used are very limited, because of the nature of 

the art. 100% cotton poplin was the main material used, 100% cotton voile, 100% silk 

and viscose rayon were used by a few manufacturers for the upper market segment. Most 
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suppliers use 36”wide 100% cotton blue line poplin with joint seams if wider widths were 

needed. They were not taught to source higher width fabric to make garments without 

joints, nor did they try to find out available fabrics. 

Finding 6: Batik Processing Route 

Processing route was similar with all manufacturers, whether they were large, medium or 

small. The processing sequence was carried out as follows

 

Technology used for batik was very old and they are not thinking to upgrade the systems 

they used. Due to the poor knowledge of related technology they tend to waste chemicals 

and energy, thus creating a dirty environment. 

Finding 7: Currently available Products in the Market. 

Batik product can be categorized as follows according to fabrication and design 

 

Wall Hangings- 100% cotton poplin( weight 160gsm-180gsm) 

Different size of wall hangers available with the tradition arts, with modern art and with 

religious arts. Value of the product is varies according to creativity and the size. These 

seemed to be a good demand for these wall hangings from foreigners visiting Sri Lanka , 

who bought  them as Souvenirs.  

Sarong : 100%  cotton poplin, ( weight 160gsm-180gsm) 

Sarong market is the one of major batik markets in Sri Lanka. Most of Sarong 

manufacture is targeting a low priced market by collaborating with pettah wholesale 

market , Marawila  area is famous for  low priced sarong business. High price sarong is 

mainly producing by targeting foreigners and craft lovers. 99% of sarongs are with 

Tracing 
Design 

Waxing 
 

Dyeing 
 

Boiling Washing Drying 
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middle joint due to usage of 36”width poplin. 

Shirts : 100% cotton poplin( weight 160gsm-180gsm) 

As a casual wear, seen good market for batik shirts. But quality of the stitching is very 

poor with most of manufacturers. Shirt sizes do not tally with the standard sizes. Most of 

batik designs and the colours are very common and has no appeal.  

Kaftan: 100% cotton poplin( weight 160gsm-180gsm) 

In the absence of pattern making skills, most of manufacturers are producing long and 

short Kaftans as loose fit garments. 

In Sri Lanka the demand is in place of cloth and jacket as home clothes. Designs and 

colours are common and the same as found on shirts. 

Kandyan / Indian sari : 100% cotton poplin,( weight 160gsm-180gsm) 100% cotton 

voile(weight 100-120gsm), 100% silk( weight 8mm) 

Compared to past, today we can see very high demand for silk and creative batik saris. 

Buddhi batik, Eric batik are very famous for high quality silk saris. Those with higher  

disposable income the new design, colour ways as seen with these saris.  

Beach wrapping: 100%cotton  voile(weight 100-120gsm) 

This is one of the main products, which has very good demand in beach areas among 

foreigners. These are producing with traditional art and common colours. Colorful design 

keeping with colour trends should be produced. There is no pattern experience needed. 

 

Finding 8: Designs Available in the Sri Lankan Market 

It was noticed and was evident from pictures taken of the many products that the designs 

used are very similar. Most of the batik designs are based on traditional arts. In 1970‟s, 

designs were very fine and intricate, dedicated to the art and designs were of high quality 

. This may have been the be influence of Soma Udabage. During That time batik was 

famous as fine craft on fabric.  

Pleasing Colour combinations were also used to increase the appeal.  In some cases more 

than one month was spent to create a good quality batik design, that was unique. Good 
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examples are Soma Udabage‟s   batiks.(personal communication )Today most of the 

designs are commercialized; they only spend a few minutes for the design and produce 

very similar looking design in same colour. There are no fine lines. Paint brushes were 

used and very easy techniques for batik designing. As a results they no longer depends on 

a creative artist. 

Finding 9:  Quality of Batik Products 

In 70‟s and 80‟s most of products were designed for foreigners visiting Sri Lanka. Then 

they tried to maintain good quality. Today products are produced to the local market and 

they try to capture  the market by reducing price. Stitching quality is very poor and 

sewing thread colours were not matched. 90% present of manufactures are using 36‟ 

poplin width, which is available in local market. As a result, they have joint seams in the 

places they should not appear. Any measurement chart or size chart were not used and  

garment were produced as loose fitting garments. Due to bad measurement, the wearer fit 

and appearance is very poor. Due to that reason high demand is for night wear , home 

clothes and Kaftans as comfort garment made out of poplin and voile. Even though 

design is nice these cannot be used as functional clothes because of the poor garment fit. 

Colour fastnesses of products in the market are not up to the standard. In the sample 

companies visited, there were not any suppliers, who were aware of colour  fastness 

requirement. All of them believed that due to boiling off of wax colour fastness will 

improve automatically and they did not bother to check. But in some products after 

several washes,  colours stained. 

 

Finding 9: Batik Techniques Used in Sri Lanka 

Waxing 

Tjangting tool and brushes are using for waxing. All the designs are drawing by hands by 

skilled operators. Stamping or pens are not used by Sri Lankan manufactures. To hold the 
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fabric for waxing ordinary wooden frames are used with pins. Not even think to hold 

fabric using simple clamp system. Very primarily Kerosene oil cooker or fire wood fire 

places were used for wax melting. Few of them are using double boiling and others are 

giving direct heat to the wax pot. Housekeeping of the workshops were observed to be 

very poor. They were full of Dust and dirt . Paraffin wax is the main raw material for 

95% of batik manufactures, few of them are using small amount bees wax for better 

cracking of wax as bees wax is expensive. 

Dyeing 

In the batik manufacturing process, cold water dyes mainly Vat and the napthols dyes are 

commonly used. Raw colours are used which can be purchased directly from the market. 

Colours were not mixed due to colour master‟s poor knowledge of dyeing and colour 

mixing. All chemicals are mixed together initially and dyed without giving correct time 

for dye fixation. Finishes or softeners are not using for better hand feel. 

Most of batik manufacturers were used spoon for measure dyes and chemicals. Very few 

of them  used a scale for weighing. Plastic barrels and cement dye baths were used for 

dying batik cloths. Main dye and chemical supplier is Devi trading company at Bankshall 

street Colombo 11 . Manufacturers are not aware of the brand name of dyes or chemicals, 

but were used, what is purchased from Devi Trading. 

They do not use safety regulations while dying. Gloves were used only for napthol dyes. 

This clearly shows that no education and training is seen in the most of the 

Manufacturers. 

4.2 Data base of batik manufactures. 

By fulfilling one objective of this study, data base of 30 suppliers were established. 

(Table 4.1).The information was  included in this data base are  name, contact 

information, date of start , number of worker present , Maximum number of workers, 

dyes and dye suppliers, Monthly capacity ,types of garments, markets, education level, 

and special requirements. 
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Batik Supplier Base 

  Supplier 

Date of 

Started 

Number 

of 

workers 

present 

Number 

of 

workers 

past 

Type of fabric 

used 

Dyes 

used 

Dye 

suppliers 

Monthly 

capacity Type of garments 

Type of 

market 

Education 

of owner 

Contact 

Number Address 

Special 

requiments 

1 Eric Batik 1960 25 300 

Silk, poplin, 

muslin, voile, 

viscose 

 Naphthol 

, Vat 

Devi 

Trading 4000m 

Shirt, Kaftan, 
Kandian, bed sheet, 

table cloth, Skirt, 

Beach ware, saree 

Local- Own 

two shops 

School of 

Fine art 322554214 

Chilaw 

Road,Marawila   

2 Stanly Batik 1970 15 70 

Silk, poplin, 

muslin, voile, 

viscose 

Naphthol 

, Vat 

Devi 

Trading 3000m 

Shirt, Kaftan, 

Kandyan, bed sheet, 

table cloth, Skirt, 

Beach ware, saree 

Local- one 

shop   

032 

2254354 

Chilaw 

Road,Marawila Labour 

3 Risira Batik 1971 7 70 Poplin 

Reactive, 
Naphthol 

, Vat 

Devi  

Trading, 
Colombo 

chemicals 100m Wall Hangers Local 

2 year 

Small 
scale 

industries 

011 

2833297 

No3, 1st 
Lane,Thalapathpitiya, 

Nugegoda Craftsmanship 

4 Saduni Batik 1972 7 40 
Silk, poplin, 
muslin, viscose 

Reactive, 

Naphthol 
, Vat 

Devi 
Trading 800m 

Shirt, Kaftan, 

Kandian,bed sheet, 
table cloth, Skirt 

Local- Own 
two shops GCE O/L 

077 
6613981 

Malani Bulathshinhe 
Mawatha, Bellanwila 

Labour 
,Knowledge 

5 Pannila Batik 1973 30 80 

Poplin, 

Viscose, Voile 

Naphthol 

Vat 

Devi 

Trading, 
Ceylon 

Chemical 2500m 

Shirt, Kaftan, 

Kandyan, bed sheet, 

table cloth, Skirt, 
Beach ware, night 

dress, Sarong Local   

011 

269061 

71, Wra Mawatha, 

Bokundara,Piliyandala Labour 

6 
Prasanna 
Batik 1973 20 80 Poplin, voile 

Reactive, 
Naphthol 

Devi 
Trading 2500m 

Wall Hangings, 

Shirts, Sarong, 
Kaftan, Beach wrap. 

Local. 
International   

011 
2572311 

Wellampitiya, 
Kolonawa Lobour 

7 Buddhi Batik 1973 40 350 

Silk, poplin, 
cotton 

chiffon,voile 

Reactive, 
napthol, 

Vat 

Devi 

Trading 5000m Saree, Local 

Design 

Degree 

077 

7418178 Koswadiya, Marawila 

Craftsmen shih, 

Labour 

8 
Moon light 
Batik 1975 85 20 

 poplin, muslin, 
voile, viscose 

Reactive, 

Naphthol 
, Vat 

CIBA from 
Agent  20000m 

Night dress, Sarong, 

Lungi, Hanky, 
Kandyan 

Local-3 
shops  GCE O/L 

041 
2240151 Udukawa, Denipitiya Labour,  

9 

Inoka Batik- 

Hikaduwa 1975 5 65 Poplin 

Naphthol 

Vat 

Devi 

Trading 600m Wall Hanging local   

091-

2258119 

501, Gall 

Road,Ambalangoda Market ,laouber 

10 
Shermila 
Batik 1975 10 35 Poplin, Voile 

Reactive, 
Naphthol 

Devi 
Trading 1000m 

Wall Hangings, 

Shirts, Sarong, 
Kaftan, Beach wrap Local,    777682184 Koggala, Habaraduwa   
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11 Leka Batik 1976 170 2 

Poplin, 

Viscose, Voile 

Naphthol, 

Vat 

Devi 
Trading, 

Ceylon 

Chemical 25000m 

Shirt, Kaftan, 

Kandyan, bed sheet, 
table cloth, Skirt, 

Beach ware, night 

dress, Sarong Local Grade 8 

041 

2250421 Welihinda, Denipitiya 

Price of RM, 

Skill labour 

12 Sakura Batik 1977 15 65 Poplin , Voile 

Naphthol, 

Vat 

Devi 

Trading 200m Wall 

Local- 2 

Shops A/L  

091-

2277242 

Galle Road, 

Hikkaduwa 

Labour,Price of 

RM 

13 Henry Batik 1977 10 90 

Silk, poplin , 

voile 

Reactive, 

napthol, 

Vat 

Devi 

Trading 2500 m 

Shirt, Kaftan, 

Kandyan, bed sheet, 
table cloth, Skirt, 

Beach ware, night 

dress, Sarong local   

033 

2285018, 

Kandy Road, 

Kalalpitiya 

No Labour, 
Less 

government 

support 

14 Lihini Batiks 1978 7 45 Poplin 

Naphthol, 

Vat 

Devi 

Trading 500m 

wall hangers, Table 

cloths, shrits local   717663664 

273/B, Galle 

Road,Hikkaduwa Market ,labour 

15 Bravo Batik 1978 5 25 poplin 

Naphthol 

, Vat 

Devi 

Trading 100m Greeting cards  Local GCE O/L 112716409 

444/4, Delgahawatta 

Rd, Ratmalana Labour ,  

16 

Jez Look 

Batik 1978 10 40 poplin 

Naphthol 

, Vat 

Devi 

Trading 400m wall Hamnging local   

041 

2222142 

12,Yehiya MW, 

Matara   

17 

Jayamali 

Batik 1979 10 85 Poplin, silk 

Reactive, 

Vat 

Devi 

Trading 3000m 

Shirt, Kaftan, 

Kandyan, bed sheet, 
table cloth, Skirt, 

Beach ware, night 

dress, Sarong Local   777833938 

No 196, Central 

Market Kandy Labour 

18 Saman Batk 1980 10   poplin Naphthol 

Devi 

Trading 6000m Sarong 

Sub-

Contractor O/L 

032 

2253725 Bedum road,Marawila Market ,laouber 

19 Devi Batiks 1990 20 15 

Silk, poplin, 

muslin, voile, 

viscose 

Naphthol 

, Vat 

Devi 

Trading 1000m 

Shirt, Kaftan, 

Kandian, bed sheet, 
table cloth, Skirt, 

Beach ware, Hat, 

Bag, Pajama, Saree 

Local- Own 

one shop 

B. Com. 

Degree  

032 

2252080 

Ihala 

Koswadiya,Mahaoya Labour, Market 

20 Suranji Batik 1996 5   Poplin Naphthol 

Devi 

Trading 1000m Sarong 

Sub-

Contractor   

032 

2251115 Halpanwila, marawila 

Price of RM, 

knowlage 

21 Ajith Batik 1998 4   poplin Naphthol 

Devi 

Trading 4000pcs Sarong 

Sub-

Contractor A/L 

032 

2254958 

No 08,Pituwala Road, 

Marawila 

Price of RM, 

knowledge 
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22 

Ruwanthi 

Batik 1999 4   Poplin Naphthol 

Devi 

Trading 3000pcs Sarong 

Sub 

contactor Grade8 

032 

5612175 Halpanwila, Marawila Price of RM 

23 
Dilshan 
Batiks 1999 7   poplin Naphthol 

Devi 
Trading 1600 pcs Sarong 

Sub-
Contractor   

032-
2250237 

No 11, Pituwala 
Road,Marawila 

Price of 

chemicals , 

Lack of 
Knowledge 

24 Rohana Batik 2000 3   Poplin 

Naphthol, 

Vat 

Devi 

Trading 1000pcs Sarong 

Sub 

contactor  Grade 8 

072 

4729409 Halpanwila, Marawila Price of RM 

25 

Dissanayake 

Batik 2001 10 25 poplin Naphthol 

Devi 

Trading 8000m 

Sarong , Kandyan , 

Shirts Local A/L 

066 

3662867 

No 27, Elkaduwa 

Road, Ibulapitiya, 

Matale 

Labour, 

training 

26 Gayan Batik 2003 3   Poplin, Voile Naphthol 

Devi 

Trading 1000 

Sarong , Kandyan , 

Shirts 

Sub-

Contractor A/L   

Pituwala Rd , 

Marawila 

Price of RM, 

knowledge 

27 

Inoka Batik/ 

Horizon 
Batik 2007 15   Poplin , Voile 

Naphthol 
Vat 

Devi 
Trading 3000m 

Sarong , Kandyan , 
Shirts 

Local- one 
shop   771873151 Chelaw Rd,Marawila labour 

28 Art Batik 2008 1 1 poplin 

Germen 

Dye 

Devi 

Trading 30m 

Wall Hanging, 

Greeting Cards Local 

Art 

teacher 

041-

2224488 

6/57, Uyana Rd, 

Matara   

29 Deshabi   2008 8   
Silk, poplin , 
voile 

Reactive, 

napthol, 
Vat 

Devi 
Trading 200m 

Sari, beach wrap, 
skirt Local 

B.Sc 

Design 
Degree 773957692 

26,Ashoka, Edwin 

Wijewardana MW, 
Kegalle   

30 Lassana batik 2010 1   Silk 

Reactive, 

Vat 

Devi 

Trading 50m Sari Local A/L 714323179 

14/7, Eksath 

Subasadaka Mawatha, 

Maharagama.   

Table :4.1 Batik Manufactures data base 
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4.3 SWOT analysis to over view batik Industry in Sri Lanka 

SWOT analysis is one of the most famous management analyzing tool for analyze 

industries. SWOT analysis (alternately SLOT analysis) is a strategic planning method 

used to evaluate the Strengths, Weaknesses/Limitations, Opportunities, and Threats 

involved in a project or in a business venture. ( Albert Humphrey, who led a convention 

at the Stanford Research Institute ,now SRI International, in the 1960s and 1970s) .  

Strength 

 

 Unique Design 

 Design can be customized 

 Starting investment is very low 

 

Weakness 

 Minimum usage of Technology 

 Poor Knowledge of related 

technology 

 Not follows safety regulation 

 Basic types of garments 

 Poor design of garments 

 Poor colour fastness 

Opportunities 

 

 Easily can enter to industry 

 Low capital 

 Can improve with modern 

technology 

 Identification of new substitute 

 

Threats  

 

 Skill labour batik crafting 

 Price of the product 

 Price of raw materials is high 

compared to selling price 

 No training institute or trainers 

 Emerging of similar prints 

 Environment pollution 

 

 

Table 4.2: Analysis of current status of batik industry using SWOT. 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Strategic_planning
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Project
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Business
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Albert_S._Humphrey
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SRI_International
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4.4. Qualitative Analysis of Batik Trials Carried Out for New Fabric Structures. 

 Unichela PvtLtd  Laboratory was used to conducted colour fastness tests to and 

laboratory was accredited for Mark and Spenser testing.( Table 4.3)Colour fastness tests 

were conducted using Mark and Spenser test methods as is one of the most closet 

standard test method to British Standards. 

100% cotton – reactive dye  Dark grey 

 

Structure Appearance 

(Visual in 

comparison 

with control 

specimen) 

Colour 

fatness to 

washing 

C4A( C/S) 

Colour 

fastness 

water 

C6( C/S) 

Colour fastness  to 

Perspiration C7 

 

Acid( C/S) Alkali( C/S) 

Single Jersey good 4-5 4 -5 4-5 4-5 

Twill good 4 -5 4 on 

cotton/nylon 

4-5 4-5 

 Mock leno good 4-5 4-5 4-5 4-5 

Crepe good 4-5 4-5 4-5 4-5 

100% Linen 

Plain good 4-5 4-5 4-5 4-5 

95% cotton/ 5% Elastaine 

Single Jersey Good 4-5 4-5 4-5 4-5 

Poplin as std Good 4-5 4-5 4-5 4-5 

Note: Colour change for all above tests are 4-5 

Table 4.3: Results of dyeing trials with reactive dye- Dark Grey 

Fabric dyed with Colour tex Dark Grey results are  100% comparable with control 

standard with all new fabric structures. Appearance and colour fastness properties are 

satisfactory for all new fabric qualities according to Marks and Spencer performance 

standards. ( Table 4.4) 
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100% cotton – reactive dye red 

Structure Appearance 

(Visual in 

comparison 

with control 

specimen) 

Colour 

fastness to 

washing 

C4A ( C/S) 

Colour  

fastness to 

water 

C6 ( C/S) 

Colour fastness to 

Perspiration 

 

Acid 

(C/S) 

Alkali ( C/S) 

Single Jersey good 4-5 4 on 

cotton 

4 on 

cotton 

4 on cotton 

Twill good 4-5 ¾ on 

cotton 

4 on 

cotton 

4 on cotton 

Mock leno good 4-5 3 on 

cotton 

4 on 

cotton 

4 on cotton 

Crepe good 4-5 4 on 

cotton 

4 -5 4-5 

100% Linen 

Plain good 4-5 4 on 

cotton 

4 on 

cotton 

4 on cotton 

95% cotton/ 5% Elastaine 

Single Jersey good 4-5 4 on 

cotton 

4 on 

cotton 

4 on cotton 

Poplin as std good 4 -5 4 on 

cotton 

4 on 

cotton 

4 on cotton 

Note: Colour change for all above tests are 4-5 

Table 4.4: Results of dyeing trials with reactive dye- Red 

Except the Mock leno and twill weave fabrics colour fastness to water results, all other 

Colour tex red results are comparable with control standard with all new fabric 
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structures. Appearance and colour fastness properties are satisfactory for all new fabric 

qualities. Mock leno Colour fastness to water test results are not satisfactory with Marks 

& Spencer performance std. all others are satisfactory. As failure is half a grading 

difference to required, can improved it by tone downing colour or adding fixation. 

 

100% cotton – Vat dye  Dark Green 

Structure Appearance 

(Visual in 

comparison 

with control 

specimen) 

Colour 

fatness to 

washing 

C4A( C/S) 

Colour 

fastness 

water 

C6( C/S) 

Colour fastness  to 

Perspiration C7 

 

Acid( C/S) Alkali( C/S) 

Single Jersey good 4-5 4 -5 4-5 4-5 

Twill good 4 -5 4 on 

cotton/nylon 

4-5 4-5 

 Mock leno good 4-5 4-5 4-5 4-5 

Crepe good 4-5 4-5 4-5 4-5 

100% Linen 

Plain good 4-5 4-5 4-5 4-5 

95% cotton/ 5% Elastane 

Single Jersey Good 4-5 4-5 4-5 4-5 

Poplin as std Good 4-5 4-5 4-5 4-5 

Note: Colour change for all above tests are 4-5 

Table 4.5:Results of dyeing trials with Vat dye- Dark Green 

Colour tex Dark Green results are  100% comparable with control standard with all new 

fabric structures. Appearance and colour fastness properties are satisfactory for all new 

fabric qualities according to Mark and Spencer performance standards.( Table 4.5) 
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4.5Qualitative and Quantitative Data Analysis to Check Market for New Fabric 

Structures 

All the data gathers using questionnaire( appendixD) was summarized as table 4.6 

Age 18-24 25-34 35-44 45-54 55- 

above 

Total  

Male 

Total  

female 

Total 

M F M F M F M F M F    

Size of population 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 75 75 150 

Batik preferred 7 10 8 12 9 14 7 13 12 14 43 63 106 

100% cotton 

Single Jersey 

preferred 

4 9 5 11 7 12 4 10 6 11 26 53 79 

95% cotton,5% 

Elastain Single 

Jersey preferred 

5 8 3 12 5 11 3 11 5 13 18 55 73 

Crepe preferred 5 6 5 6 3 7 1 4 3 7 17 30 47 

Twill weave 

preferred 

6 5 8 7 7 10 5 8 10 9 36 39 

 

75 

Linen preferred 7 5 7 6 6 7 3 9 5 7 28 29 57 

Mock leno design 

preferred 

6 6 5 7 5 9 4 3 5 3 25 28 53 

Std cotton Poplin 

preferred 

5 8 6 11 8 11 6 12 12 14 37 56 93 

Table 4.6: Summary of the Consumer Survey for New Fabric Structures. 

M- male 

F – Female 
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4.5.1 Qualitative Analysis 

The survey claimed that 106 people preferred to buy batik product irrespective of 

gender. The survey was conducted among a sample of 150 people . It contained 44, who 

do not prefer batik.  

Reasons for not willing to buy batik are given as 

1. Garment fittings were not correct 

2. Colours were similar 

3. There were not new designs 

4. Silhouettes are few like, sarong, Kaftan, Skirt, shirts 

5. Fabric types are limited 

6.  Designs are similar 

7. Garments are not fashionable 

Preference for batik is very high with people above the age of 55. They were all  bone 

before 1957 and  their young age is the glorious time for batik in Sri Lankan history( 

1970s to 1980s).At that time wearing batik cloths was considered as prestigious. But 

now it is looked down upon as a cheap mode of clothing. 

4.5.2 Quantitative Data Analysis 

Gender Preference 

To check whether there is any relationship between the Gender and the preference. I 

conducted the Pearson‟s Chi-squared test for 2*2 contingency table with Gender and 

preference as factors. 

 

  Batik Preference 

 

  Yes No 

Gender 
Male 43 32 

Female 63 13 

Table 4.7 : Gender wise Batik Preference 
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Tested hypotheses are 

H0: There is no relationship between gender and preference 

H1: There is a relationship between gender and preference 

 = 10.2857, df = 1, p-value = 0.001341 

We can reject the null hypothesis at 5% significance level concluding that there is a 

statistically significance relationship between gender and preference for Batik which 

is obvious from the table.  

Conclusion: females prefer Batik more than male. 

Preference According to Fabric structure 

Peoples buying preference can vary according to fabric structures. Without 

considering gender total preference was graphed. Overall results are illustrated ( 

figure 4 .3) 

 

Figure 4.3: Preference According to Fabric Structures 

Conclusion: Preference for the standard cotton poplin is high compare to others. But 

we can see potential market for other structures also 
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Gender wise fabric structure preference 

 

Figure 4.4 : Gender Wise Fabric Structure Preference. 

100% Cotton single Jersey- Gender Wise Preference 

 

  Preference 

 

  Yes No 

Gender 

Male 26 49 

      

Female 53 22 

Table 4.8: 100% Cotton Single Jersey- Gender Wise Preference 

Tested hypotheses are 

H0: There is no relationship between gender and preference 

H1: There is a relationship between gender and preference 

 = 18.0781, df = 1, p-value = 2.120e-05 

We can reject the null hypothesis at 5% significance level concluding that there is a 

statistically significance relationship between gender and preference for Batik which 

is obvious from the table.  
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Conclusion: female prefer 100% cotton Single jersey structure more than male. 

 

95% cotton,5% Elastain Single Jersey – Gender Wise Preference 

 

  Preference 

 

  Yes No 

Gender 

Male 21 54 

      

Female 55 21 

Table 4.9:95%Cotton , 5% Elastain Single Jersey- Gender Wise Preference 

 

Tested hypotheses are 

H0: There is no relationship between gender and preference 

H1: There is a relationship between gender and preference 

 = 27.9769, df = 1, p-value = 1.228e-07 

We can reject the null hypothesis at 5% significance level concluding that there is a 

statistically significance relationship between gender and preference for Batik which 

is obvious from the table.  

Conclusion: female prefer 95% cotton, 5% Elastaine Single jersey structure more 

than male. 

Crepe Design– Gender Wise Preference 

 

  Preference 

 

  Yes No 

Gender 
Male 17 58 

Female 30 45 

Table 4.10: Crepe Design- Gender Wise Preference 
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Tested hypotheses are 

H0: There is no relationship between gender and preference 

H1: There is a relationship between gender and preference 

 = 4.4619,df = 1, p-value = 0.03466 

We can reject the null hypothesis at 5% significance level concluding that there is a 

statistically significance relationship between gender and preference for Batik which 

is obvious from the table.  

Conclusion: female prefer crepe design more than male. 

Twill weave- Gender Wise Preference  

 

  Preference 

 

  Yes No 

Gender 
Male 36 39 

Female 39 36 

Table 4.11:Twill weave - Gender wise preference 

Tested hypotheses are 

H0: There is no relationship between gender and preference 

H1: There is a relationship between gender and preference 

 = 0.1067, df = 1, p-value = 0.744 

This concludes that there is no relationship between gender and preference for Twill 

weave.   

Conclusion: Both genders have the same preference for twill weave.. 
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Linen – Gender Wise Preference 

 

  Preference 

 

  Yes No 

Gender 
Male 28 47 

Female 34 41 

Table 4.12:100% Linen- Gender Wise Preference 

Tested hypotheses are 

H0: There is no relationship between gender and preference 

H1: There is a relationship between gender and preference 

 = 0.6873, df = 1, p-value = 0.4071 

This concludes that there is no relationship between gender and preference for Twill 

weave.   

Conclusion: Both genders have the same preference for twill weave.. 

Mock leno Design- Gender Wise Preference 

 

  Preference 

 

  Yes No 

Gender 
Male 25 50 

Female 28 47 

Table 4.13:Mock leno Design - Gender Wise Preference 

Tested hypotheses are 

H0: There is no relationship between gender and preference 

H1: There is a relationship between gender and preference 

 = 0.1167, df = 1, p-value = 0.7326 
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This concludes that there is no relationship between gender and preference for Mock 

leno weave.  

Conclusion: Both genders have the same preference for Mock leno 

Standard cotton Poplin- Gender Wise Preference 

 

  Preference 

 

  Yes No 

Gender 
Male 37 38 

Female 56 19 

Table 4.14:Std cotton poplin - Gender Wise Preference 

Tested hypotheses are 

H0: There is no relationship between gender and preference 

H1: There is a relationship between gender and preference 

 = 9.1681, df = 1, p-value = 0.002463 

We can reject the null hypothesis at 5% significance level concluding that there is a 

statistically significance relationship between gender and preference for Std cotton 

poplin which is obvious from the table. Table suggests that female prefer std cotton 

poplin more than male. 

Conclusion:  female prefer std cotton poplin more than male. 

Relationship Between the Gender and the Consumer Preference for Each Age 

Group 

A Fisher‟s Exact test have been conducted to check the relationship between the 

gender and the consumer preference for each age group. I used Fisher‟s Exact test 

instead of Pearson‟s Chi- Squared Test because some of the cells of the table have 

values of 5 or less. 
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Age 18-24  

    Consumer Item 

    Batik 

100% 

C/SJ 

95%,5% 

CE/SJ Crepe Twill Linen 

Mock 

leno Poplin 

Gender 
Male 7 4 5 5 6 7 6 5 

Female 10 9 8 6 5 5 6 8 

Table 4.15: Batik and Difference Structure Preference Age 18-24 

p-value = 0.896 

alternative hypothesis: two ided 

H0: There is no relationship between gender and consumer item      

H1: There is a relationship between gender and consumer item 

 

We retain the null hypothesis as true. 

Conclusion: There is no relationship between gender and consumer item at Age 

group 18-24. 

Age  25-34 

    Consumer Item 

    Batik 

100% 

C/SJ 

95%,5% 

CE/SJ Crepe Twill Linen 

Mock 

leno Poplin 

Gender 
Male 8 5 3 5 8 7 5 11 

Female 12 11 12 6 7 6 7 8 

Table 4.16: Batik and Difference Structure Preference Age 25-34 

p-value = 0.4021 

Alternative hypothesis: two sided 

H0: There is no relationship between gender and consumer item      

H1: There is a relationship between gender and consumer item 

We retain the null hypothesis as true. 
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Conclusion: There is no relationship between gender and consumer item at Age group 

25-34. 

Age  35-44  

 

    Consumer Item 

    Batik 

100% 

C/SJ 

95%,5% 

CE/SJ Crepe Twill Linen 

Mock 

leno Poplin 

Gender 
Male 9 7 5 3 7 6 5 8 

Female 14 12 11 7 10 7 9 11 

Table 4.17: Batik and Difference Structure Preference Age 35-44 

p-value = 0.9925 

Alternative hypothesis: two-sided 

H0: There is no relationship between gender and consumer item      

H1: There is a relationship between gender and consumer item 

 

We retain the null hypothesis as true. 

Conclusion: There is no relationship between gender and consumer item at Age 

group 35-44. 

 

Age 45-54 

 

    Consumer Item 

    Batik 

100% 

C/SJ 

95%,5% 

CE/SJ Crepe Twill Linen 

Mock 

leno Poplin 

Gender 
Male 7 4 3 1 5 3 4 6 

Female 13 10 11 4 8 9 3 12 

Table 4.18: Batik and Difference Structure Preference Age 45-54 

p-value = 0.8414 
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Alternative hypothesis: two sided 

 

H0: There is no relationship between gender and consumer item      

H1: There is a relationship between gender and consumer item 

 

We retain the null hypothesis as true. 

Conclusion: There is no relationship between gender and consumer item at Age 

group 45-54. 

 

Age 55- above 

    Consumer Item 

    Batik 

100% 

C/SJ 

95%,5% 

CE/SJ Crepe Twill Linen 

Mock 

leno Poplin 

Gender 
Male 12 6 5 3 10 5 5 12 

Female 14 11 13 7 9 7 3 14 

Table 4.18: Batik and Difference Structure Preference Age 55-above 

 

p-value = 0.6797 

Alternative hypothesis: two sided 

. H0: There is no relationship between gender and consumer item      

H1: There is a relationship between gender and consumer item 

 

We retain the null hypothesis as true. 

Conclusion: There is no relationship between gender and consumer item at Age 

group 55-above. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

DISCUSSION  

The research project has revealed many aspects of the batik industry of Sri Lanka. The 

potential for upgrading has been discussed extensively, which will affect the 

sustainability. 

5.1 Current Situation on Sri Lankan Batik Industry.  

Batik Textiles produced in Sri Lanka has contributed significantly to the Sri Lankan 

economy  between 1970 to 1980. This has been established by information and data 

gathered in the study.  The demand for batik started its decline when Sri Lanka adopted 

open economic policies in 1977 and allowed the imports of all kinds of textiles 

especially to service the apparel export industry. This was further affected by the 

accelerated violence and decrease in tourist arrivals after the 1983 communal riots.    

It was important to assess the current status of Sri Lankan batik industry. According to 

gathered information, the results showed that the first company commenced in 1960. 

This somewhat proves that batik art was introduced to Sri Lanka by Soma Udabage, 

who learnt batik in Indonesia in 1959. According to data, most of companies started in 

between 1960- 1980. During the decade beginning 1980 the survey does not show the 

commencement of new factories.  All the companies are family born companies and 

most of them still are managed by members‟ of the first generation.  

Reductions of employment are common factor to the industry except a few mass scale 

manufacturers. Since this is a craft and was considered a cottage industry, no 

manufacturer had maintained records of fabric capacity, profit and loss account etc. 

They only have a rough idea developed with their years of experience. They were 

ignorant about any quality management system such as ISO 9000 or any standards such 

as o-eko tex 

This industry lacks knowledge of design, technology and marketing. Although it has 

existed for more than 50 years, it does not show signs of maturity. 
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5.1.1 Environmental Impact Due to Batik 

Environmental impact due to batik industry is very critical.  Each dyeing that is used on 

the batik textile is followed by a thorough wash with cold or warm water. Each 

application of wax is washed off at a temperature higher than that of the melting point 

of wax and usually this is done by boiling. As a result, the process itself is very 

unfriendly towards the environment.  

Except the few large scale manufacturers, all others drained waste water with chemicals 

to the neighbouring environment. Due to poor knowledge of hazardous ecological 

issues, these batik manufacturers did not bother about responsible waste water disposal 

and its management. Waste water was disposed through open drains to paddy fields by 

some manufacturers.  Particularly in the Marawila area it was observed that waste water 

management was very weak and there were instances where children played using 

waste water due to poor or lack of knowledge and understanding of their parents. They 

are totally unaware of modern environmental practices. This is also due to lack of 

knowledge, training and reluctance to investment in the sector. 

5.1.2  Use of New Materials and Technology 

The industry used a limited number of fabrics types. 100% cotton poplin was the main 

material used, while 100% cotton voile, 100% silk and 100% viscose were used by a 

few manufacturers intended for the upper market segment. 

Most manufacturers  used 36” wide 100% cotton blue line poplin. The material was 

joined using seams, if they needed higher widths. They were not taught to source higher 

width fabric that is used to make garments without joints, nor did they try to find out 

other available fabrics. They had not ventured out of what they started their industry 

with. 

This research has shown that batik practitioners can use new fabric types and cater to 

their customer  offering a wider variety. Government support in terms of training and 

education to uplift this industry seems unavailable. There is also no incentive for these 

manufacturers to import their raw material requirements.  
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It was found that the technology used in the present day  batik manufacture is very old 

and primitive. They have not thought of upgrading the technology or improving the 

productivity. The manufacturers tend to waste a lot of chemicals and auxiliaries due to 

the poor knowledge of related technology while no steps are taken to conserve energy 

in the process.  

5.1.3  Quality of Designs and  Manufacture of Batik in the Sri Lankan Market 

Most of batik designs was based on traditional art. In the 1970‟s, designs were very fine 

and decorative. During that time batiks became famous as a fine craft on fabric. Colour 

combinations were also very good. More than one month was spent to create a good 

quality batik design, that was unique. Good examples are Soma Udubage‟s batiks.  

(personnel communication) 

Today most of the designs are commercialized. They only spend a few minutes to draw 

or trace the design and produce a very common looking designs using similar or same 

colour. There are no fine lines and intricate designs any more. Thick paint brushes were 

used to apply wax and very easy and simple quick techniques were used for batik 

designing. 

In the 70‟s and 80‟s most of the products were designed for foreigners who visited Sri 

Lanka.  Because of this, they tried to maintain good quality. Today batik products are 

produced for the local market which is driven mainly by price. In these items, the 

stitching quality is very poor and sewing thread colours are not matched. Garment fit 

and appearance  are not up to the marketable standard even with a very mature garment 

manufacturing industry.  

Colour fastness properties of these textiles are poor. They are not aware of independent 

testing. Due to wrong dyeing techniques, practitioners‟ are wasting dye, chemical and 

money, without achieving high quality products intended for niche markets. Although 

this is a lucrative business for a few, there seems no upward mobility of the industry 

because of the poor knowledge and conditions of many. 
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5.1.4 Batik Techniques used in Sri Lanka 

Tjangting tools and brushes are using for waxing. All the designs are drawn by hands 

by skilled operators. Stamping, templates or pens are not used by Sri Lankan 

manufacturers even for repeated design motifs. Ordinary wooden frames are used with 

pins to hold the fabric while wax is applied. As a suggestion they can use simple 

clamping system to hold material to frame. Very primarily Kerosene oil cooker or 

firewood hearths were used  for wax melting. For melting of wax a few of them were 

using double boilers and while others keep the pot on direct heat.  When direct heating 

is applied they cannot maintain a constant temperature and by doing so energy is also 

wasted. This system can be improved by using electrical wax melting system or using 

or adjusting a small flame with gas burning device. Housekeeping of the workshops 

was very poor. They need to pay attention in maintaining good working conditions and 

environment, which is clean and neat. With the improvement of the working conditions 

and the outlook of the facility, the practitioner can attract subordinates for work, as 

most people are happy to work in clean and neat organization. 

In the batik manufacturing process, cold water dyes such as Vat dyes and the napthols  

dyes  were commonly used. Basic colours available in the market were used. Colours 

were not mixed due to colour master‟s poor knowledge of dyeing and colour mixing. 

Some of the manufacturers were not following the proper dye recipes. All chemicals are 

mixed together initially and dyed without giving correct recommended time for dye 

fixation. Finishes or softeners were not used at all for better hand feel.  

5.2 How Can We Improve the Current Situation of the Batik Industry? 

To remain competitive, batik practitioners  have to create for their customer a better 

value added products than their competitors and regularly implement innovative ideas, 

technology improvement and new designs that will transform the business to a 

sustainable one.  

5.2.1 Niche Marketing  

 One of the recommended ways forward is niche implementing a niche market strategy. 

This will make firms more competitive because they will focus more on the target 

consumer. This helps a company compete against lower priced imports because the 
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company will be able to identify the most profitable market segments. The most 

important factor on which a firm needs to focus is to understand the consumer and the 

market segment. Niche marketing is usually used by smaller firms like batik because 

they can concentrate on establishing a strong image and position in their niche.(Buddhi 

batik is a good example). In my study, it was found that marking or marketing is one of 

the major problem related to batik manufacturing.  

 

5.2.2 Innovation 

Successful entrepreneurs must use systematic innovation, which consists of a 

purposeful and organized search for changes and in this systematic analysis of the 

opportunities such changes might offer for economic and social innovation. 

Batik manufactures should seek, think, and generate new ideas beyond the status quo. 

Ideas can be generated from external resources such as clothing and textile 

organizations, other textile industries, from competitors, by establishing a “think tank” 

team to brainstorm ideas, by asking and answering vital questions in line with 

production, product improvement, customer service, customers‟ needs and values, 

distribution channel, training, brand positioning, customer segmentation, 

communication programs, staff employment, etc. Introduction of new production 

methods such as wax spraying, applying, or stamping tools, new dyeing machines, 

technologies, new innovative marketing strategies is essential.   

 

5.2.3 New Technology and Government support. 

Upgrading related technology among batik manufactures is one of the main 

requirements to upgrade Industry. Without adhering to very old systems they should 

think new ways with new technology. Because of their poor educational status, 

Government will need to employ competent and dedicated staff who will handle the 

task efficiently and effectively. This Government staff also highly related technology 

educated and they should learn new material sourcing strategies, new technologies and 

marketing concepts to cater to batik manufacturer.  
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CHAPTER SIX 

CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS. 

6.1 Conclusion 

Batik Garments and textile will have a high demand in tourist and urban market. This 

industry will be a good opportunity for small entrepreneurial business and for 

employment of creative young persons. But, Instead of expanding, integrating and 

creating more jobs, the batik sector is shrinking and new investments are almost 

impossible. This has led to batik manufacturing plants closures and downsizing, 

resulting in a large number of batik workers being retrenched. The ripple effect has 

been felt by dependent family members and relations of those workers who lost their 

jobs, whose resources have been strained to their limits. Similarly, young consumers 

rarely patronize batik fabrics. It has clearly been shown in the customer survey. Batik 

preference reduced generation to generation. According to the batik supplier base 

information data the industry operation is at its lowest ebb.  

There is not sufficient progress during last 50 years due to following reasons 

1. Poor quality is one of the main reasons for the decline of the batik industry 

2. Designs are very common and the colours are not exciting 

3. Marketing is not targeted at a customer segment and the right consumer is not 

identified by many of the manufacturers. 

4. The non-availability of raw materials and poor knowledge of them. 

5. Technology and techniques. Nothing is new.  

6. No innovative ideas no new materials. 

7. Government support is not up to the required level  

 

To overcome current situation and upgrade the batik industry , Practitioner‟s related 

technology, knowledge should be improved. This will have to be actively promoted in 

school, Universities, and all the material and equipment resources, training will have to 

be provided. The government department will have to facilitate to upgrade the industry 

by providing guidance.  
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If batik manufacture can fulfil customers „needs better than the competitors by utilizing 

their strength, then they will be able to maximize the market opportunity profitably. By 

implementing above marketing strategies with new technology and new fabric types 

batik manufactures can create own strategy to upgrade batik industry.  

 

By fulfilling one objective of this study, data base of 30 suppliers were established. This 

is all methodology this data base included , Name, contact information, date of start , 

number of worker present , Maximum number of workers, dyes and dye suppliers, 

Monthly capacity, types of garments, markets, education level, and special 

requirements. 

 

Even though, types of fabrics used are very limited in batik industry, all the batiks trials 

were succeeded for all fabric structures . 

Appearances of batik of all fabric structures were good compared to control specimen. 

Qualities of all the tests were compatible to the control test specimen according to the 

Marks and Spenser test methods. According to consumer survey results, there is 

potential market for batik and batik with new fabric structures. All the findings were 

concluded as follows 

 Female preference for batik is high compare to male. 

  Preference for Single Jersey and Crepe are high for female 

 There is no significant gender preference for Twill, Mock Leno and linen.  

 There is no relationship between gender and different fabric structure at any age 

groups. 

If we have wide verity of new materials, product can be customized. Twill and Mock 

leno can use for interior decoration and men‟s wear. Knitted single jersey can be used 

for T shirts. Linen and crepe can use for up market shirts and blouses. 

Looking into the future for positive prospects we can develop certain aspects of the art 

and the industry with essential organizational and financial support venturing into the 

fashion world of high quality garment manufacture with an array of products reflecting 

the innovative and creative potential of the batik art and industry. Then we can see 
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glorious period for Sri Lankan batik than our history. But, it is very difficult to forecast 

a sustainable future under the present circumstances. 

 

 

6.2 Suggestions to upgrade batik industry 

To improve current situation, schools, universities and higher education institute can 

introduce batik to their curriculum matching to educational streams.(eg . Government 

College of fine art, Fashion design Diplomas and degree courses can teach batik as a 

subject) 

Education and training is lacking across the industry. Educational campaigns can be 

organize to teach dyeing methods with dyeing expertise. 

 

To improve marketing, practitioners can seek the following aspects 

 Target the most valuable customers and maximize their value; 

 Improve communication and connect with customers; 

 Build customer loyalty through gaining and demonstrating a deeper 

understanding of customers‟ needs and preferences; 

 Adopt and promote electronic or online business strategies. 

To protect environment, local authorities can organised seminars or campaigns by 

targeting batik manufactures.  

 

6.3 Suggestions for further works 

 

1. Find out more fabric qualities suitable for batik. 

2. Introduction of new dying machines for batik dying and washing 

3. Development of new equipment for waxing with new waxing techniques like spray,     

stamping 

4. Introduce of new dye methods and brands. Introducing of Natural dyes will make 

good market value for batik. 

5. Introduction of new fabric clamping system for hold fabric for waxing 
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Appendix B 

Batik Manufacture 

 

Supplier-                  

Address- 

Contact Number-     

 
 

1. Has supplier been assessed                     

Yes/No     

If yes, is this by phone conference or by visit                           Phone/visit 

 

2. Date of starting business     

 

3. History of the company –Family born/Private company/Entrepreneur 

4. Number of workers :  

5. Production capacity per month: 

Fabric meters 

Chemicals/Dyes 

 

6. Has the supplier a testing laboratory     Yes/No 

     If no , method of accessing colour/ What test are carry out   

 

7. What other certifications does the supplier hold,      ISO 

9002           

   

      Others :  

8. What safeguards are taken to protect the Environment from process discharge: 

. 

 

9. Sources of Design :  

 

10. Types of fabric used                   

 

     Woven :            

     Knitted :                

     Other    :  

        

 

 

 

 

11. Details of processing route : Waxing, Dyeing, Boiling,Wasing   
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12. Type of dye  used and class of dye used, and dye stuff supplier : dye Type: Vat , 

Nepthol, No idea for Class Band, Supplier: Devi Trading , Bank shall Street, 

Colombo 11 

13. Type of other chemicals use : Soda Ash, Caustic Soda, Urea, Salt, Paraffin wax, 

Bee‟s Wax  

 

14. What is the size of a  dye batch size: Cement dye bath for 10 garments 

     

 

 

15. If finishes applied, details of finish applied: No 

 

16. Type of machineries used:  sewing machineries 

 

 

17. Colour management Process: There is no specific process, Use dyes by 

experience 

 

18. Batik techniques : Wax by using Tangin and brush 

 

 

19. Type of garments produced: Sarong, shirts, Kaftan, wall hangings, 

 

 

20. Major markets 

Local: 

       International: which country/which product 

 

 

21. Manufactures special requirement, feed backs 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

22. Problems related to manufacturing, selling and other 
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                                                                                                                                                      Appendix C 

Fabric Specification 
100% Linen 

            
FABRIC MILL     Hunan Goldentex Co.,Ltd, China 

  
  

      

FABRIC REFERENCE   2008#   

            

FABRIC QUALITY   A grade   

            

FABRIC 
COMPOSITION   100%linen   

            

FABRIC CONSTRUCTION 9x9 42x43  53/54" 

            

YARN COUNT     9Ne   

            

FABRIC CONSTRUCTION 9x9 42x42    53/54" 

(OPTION)         

FABRIC 
FINISH     normal finish 

            

FABRIC 
WEAVE     1/1 plain woven fabric 

            

FABRIC FULL WIDTH   54"   

            

FABRIC WIDTH CUTTABLE 52"   

(OPTION)         

FABRIC 
WEIGHT(GM/M²)    200gsm   

            

OTHER DETAILS   The construction is from the loomstate(grey) fabric.The 

        width and weight are from the dyed finished fabric. 

      Prepared By : Mike Peng 
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Fabric Specification 
95% cotton, 5%Elastain Single Jersey 

            
FABRIC MILL     Ocean Lanka 

  
  

      

FABRIC REFERENCE   LPSJ035510/B   

            

FABRIC QUALITY   A grade   

            

FABRIC 
COMPOSITION   95% cotton,5% Spandex   

            

FABRIC CONSTRUCTION WPI-39X CPI-59 

            

YARN COUNT     Cotton 40s/1   

         Spandex 20D   

FABRIC CONSTRUCTION Gauge 28G 

(OPTION)         

FABRIC 
FINISH     PFP finish 

            

FABRIC 
WEAVE     Single Jersey 

            

FABRIC FULL WIDTH   63”   

            

FABRIC WIDTH CUTTABLE 61”   

(OPTION)         

FABRIC 
WEIGHT(GM/M²)    140gsm   

            

OTHER DETAILS    

         

      Prepared By : Ocean Lanka 
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Fabric Specification 
100% cotton Single Jersey 

     
  

FABRIC MILL     Ocean Lanka 

  
  

      

FABRIC REFERENCE   LPSJ184703   

            

FABRIC QUALITY   A grade   

            

FABRIC 
COMPOSITION   100%cotton   

            

FABRIC CONSTRUCTION CPI-58, WIP-41 

            

YARN COUNT     40s/1FC   

            

FABRIC CONSTRUCTION 28G 

(OPTION)         

FABRIC 
FINISH     PFP finish 

            

FABRIC 
WEAVE     Single Jersey 

            

FABRIC FULL WIDTH   59”   

            

FABRIC WIDTH CUTTABLE 57”   

(OPTION)         

FABRIC 
WEIGHT(GM/M²)    115gsm   

            

OTHER DETAILS    

         

      Prepared By : Ocean Lanka 
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                                                                                                                                                      Appendix C 

Fabric Specification 

       100%  Cotton Mock leno Design    
FABRIC MILL     Brandix  Mill/Kuruwita mill 

  
  

      

FABRIC REFERENCE   3006   

            

FABRIC QUALITY   A grade   

            

FABRIC 
COMPOSITION   100%cotton   

            

FABRIC CONSTRUCTION 20X20/ 130X100 

            

YARN COUNT     30s   

            

FABRIC CONSTRUCTION 
 (OPTION)         

FABRIC 
FINISH     PFP  finish 

            

FABRIC 
WEAVE     Mock leno ( Dobby) 

            

FABRIC FULL WIDTH   54”   

            

FABRIC WIDTH CUTTABLE 52”   

(OPTION)         

FABRIC 
WEIGHT(GM/M²)    250 gsm   

            

OTHER DETAILS    

         

    
 

 Prepared By : Brandix fabric 
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                                                                                                                                                      Appendix C 

Fabric Specification 

       100%  Cotton Crepe Design    
FABRIC MILL     Arvind Mill 

  
  

      

FABRIC REFERENCE   AC12267   

            

FABRIC QUALITY   A grade   

            

FABRIC 
COMPOSITION   100%cotton   

            

FABRIC CONSTRUCTION 30X30/ 45X50   

            

YARN COUNT     30s   

            

FABRIC CONSTRUCTION 
 (OPTION)         

FABRIC 
FINISH     PFP  finish 

            

FABRIC 
WEAVE     Crape 

            

FABRIC FULL WIDTH   50”   

            

FABRIC WIDTH CUTTABLE 48”   

(OPTION)         

FABRIC 
WEIGHT(GM/M²)    135 gsm   

            

OTHER DETAILS    

         

    
 

 Prepared By : Arvind fabric 
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                                                                                                                                                      Appendix C 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fabric Specification 

       100%  Cotton Twill Weave    
FABRIC MILL     Brandix Fabric /Kuruwita mill 

  
  

      

FABRIC REFERENCE   A2001   

            

FABRIC QUALITY   A grade   

            

FABRIC COMPOSITION   100%cotton   

            

FABRIC CONSTRUCTION 30X30/ 130X70 

            

YARN COUNT     30s   

            

FABRIC CONSTRUCTION 
 (OPTION)         

FABRIC FINISH     PFP  finish 

            

FABRIC WEAVE     Twill Weave 

            

FABRIC FULL WIDTH   50”   

            

FABRIC WIDTH CUTTABLE 48”   

(OPTION)         

FABRIC WEIGHT(GM/M²)    165 gsm   

            

OTHER DETAILS    
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                                                                                                                                                                                                                           Appendix D 

Consumer Preference Survey  

Age 18-24 25-34 35-44 45-54 55- above 

M F M F M F M F M F 

Do you prefer Batik  ? 
 yes 

          

No           

100% cotton Single Jersey preferred           

95% cotton,5% Elastain Single Jersey preferred           

Crepe preferred           

Twill weave preferred           

Linen preferred           

Dobby design preferred           

Std cotton Poplin preferred           

 


